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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK AND ACTIVITIES OF UNIDO frn/p/L      , 

•S^VUSOV (Bulgaria) „otea that ideas had changed and it „as «reran 

U T raP el0f"ent °f " effiCiMt indu"^-    «I« « was for 

n z:r :ountries •ve8 to decide *— *-«.««i« —? 
• primary oojecuve, UKDO should, in his viev, he prepared both to co-operate 
». counties concerned in studyi,* problemB „ed ^ indU8trialu    •^ th 

to glv. technics, .id for the ^„^ of ^ ^^ ^^ ~"» ~ 

help 12" t0 the *lted 3tat" "*«"*««-. P-Posa: that UN!» should 
h ip the develops countr.es to imitate the accomplietaents of the United States 

thrown private enterprise, he helieved that the industriali.ation of a dev   o 1 

ed °" * «•"•«i» «confie and social development plsn.    In that 
—on, he mentioned the «ample of his own country ,hich, twenty yeLs 

^cultural economy.    Through   concerted State action, Bulgaria had made grea^ 

progres. i„ i„dustriali2aUon vith the help of friendly countries. 

fieldsT??"' ln the Pr08rMne °f '"* « "" Shoiad * »«- to the 
fi.1* » *«. needs „ere *ost urgent and the demand for help from the ne» 

IT'T "" 8rfMMt-    miW - -a "^ b« «» i—«ional ceZ. for 
co-o er. ,on a1Md at accelerating the industrialisation of the developing   oltrie. 

T h?: "I '~ " "-1- — **~~ —ries.    It miti n*ip in the transfer of know-how. 

hceve? t?eg"i0n "^ th" UHID° "h0Uld be "*1--»l«t--    «ret of all, 

ei:Z' °f " ^ MtU"- "— •~' — - automatically^ 

indu.re°,tlCkllní the ,UMUOn " the •»"»—• P°"=/ 'or effective 

e? t" 10
s

n: r°could not aTOid co"ld'rlng •""> ^ — - role of the State.    ** error, should not he repeated; since industry »a. 

i 
* 
i ff 

1 

/.. 
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Vluuov,   hulearía; 

intenied to   help   to enhance   tre well-being  of man  and of the  community,   social 

factors vre   of  ,'reat   importance,   but   they  were  not   adequately   dealt  with   in  the 

documentation   submitted  to   the Board.      A  close  relationship  should therefore be 

established  between the  operational  and  research activities ol   UNIDO and the work 

done  on the  nocini  aspects  of  industrialization  by the Bureau of Social  Affairs. 

In  addition,   social planners   should act   as  members  of teams   in  UNIDO technical 

assistance  jrojects.    He was   surprised that tnat  question had been omitted   from 

the  agenda of the  International Symposium on Industrial  Development. 

Another  question to be  considered was  the  comparative  intensity of the  factors 

of production.     In Bulgaria,  priority  was  now given to  increasing labour 

productivity,   in  order to  be  able to  compete on the world market  and ensure a rapid 

rise  in the  level  of living of the people.     He hoped that  UNIDO would select  for 

industrial  projects the technologies  that  were best  suited to the conditions 

prevailing  in  a  given area or at a given  level of economic  development. 

He believed  that the  major dif     culties  in  the  foreign  trade of the  developing 

countries  could be solved by  changing the  existing territorial  and industrial 

structure of worin trade.     To  achieve  that,  changes must be made  in the existing 

..tructure of  production,   and  export-oriented industries, which were a means of 

acquiring resources  for  imports, must  be  promoted.     However,  the  developing 

countries  would   first have  to overcome  the obstacles  to the  development  of their 

exports of manufactures,   including,   in  particular,  the trade  barriers which 

hampered their  access to  world markets,   resulting in under-utilization of industrial 

plant   installed  at heavy  cost,  unemployment,  and increased balance-of-payments 

difficulties.     Uli CT AD had  already recommended certain measures   for promoting 

exi'orts of manufactures  and  semi-manufactures of developing countries.     In his 

view,  tiler"  was   a need  for  co-ordinatioa  of the efforts of UNIDO and other United 

nations agencies   concerned,  with a view  to eliminating the  obstacles to  exports 

from developing  countries   so  far as  possible. 
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Mr^iJ^JOI«« (Trinidad and Tobago) said that it vas not ea,v to 

detenne what „as rehired to ma*e WI0O action-oriented, „e believed that U»ID0 

»ust be dr1TC„ bv a sense of urgency. The first dut, of the Board »as to establish 

adirimi strati ve machinery which was capable of a swift  fiB -M pdUie 01 a swift, flexible and many-sided 

response to revests for assistance,  „e agreed with the fc.ecutive Director on the 

need for continuous programing and reprobating to adjust the means of action to 

the retirements of the project. However, the Board could not perfor» that task 

at an annual session, and he wondered whether there should not he established a 

cornee „ich would be continuous!, i„ session and which could also see* out 

opportunities for co-operation with other branches of the United Nations family in 

an effort to produce co-ordinated aid progra.es.  Above all, however, long delays 

between the stage of consideration and the implementation of projects must be 
avoided. 

Secondly, the programe of work of UNIDO must be based on the well-defined 

needs of developing countries or regions. A clearer view of the obstarles to 

industrialization and of the means of overcoming them had now been acquired and 

further studies along those lines should not be undertaken by UNIDO, unies,'some 

Government requested a study of a specific problem. 

Thirdly, the industrialized countries owed their success to the development 

of new products and of new technologies suited to their factors of production. 

Accordingly, UNIDO should give priority to experimental projects designed to 

adapt technology to the factor endowment in the developing countries, to investigate 

the possible new uses for local raw materials, and to diversify production.  For 
that purpose, UNIDO ffiight consider the creatif)n Qf ^.^ ^^ ^^ 

institutes or centres and might foster pilot plant projects.  Results could not 

be guaranteed, of course, but experimentation was essential because of the current 

stagnation of certain raw materials - for example, natural asphalt and bagasse 

-j-"-"—»-*^-'- •~^" 
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(Mr. P.V.J. Solomon, Trinidad 
and Tobago) 

He agreed with the United States representative that UNIDO personnel should 

be attached  to the regional economic commissions and the offices of the Resident 

Representatives of UNDP.    It would be their duty not only to supervise project 

implementation but also to stimulate and investigate the feasibility of more 

broadly based assistance in co-operation with other branches of the United Nations 

family. 

Finally, he welcomed the promises of support made by developed countries, 

which he hoped would enable the developing countries to gain access to external 

markets,  such access being,  in his view, a sine qua non of effective 

industrialization. 

Mrs. SAILER (Austria)  said that she was aware of the Board's enormous 

responsibilities at the present stage of preparation for future United Nations 

activities.    The magnitude of the new organization's industrialization tasks should 

not make the Board overlook the social repercussions of such industrialization.    It 

was not enough to train a labour force; the. population must also be helped to cope 

with the new problems  it would have to face.    She agreed with the United Kingdom 

representative that the time to take account ol the social repercussions of 

industrial development was at the planning stage.    In that connexion,  she welcomed 

the proposed  studies on the social aspects of industrialization; they should not be 

theoretical studies but should be linked to specific projects. 

Mr. FIGUSRQA (Chile)  said that while he was optimistic about UNIDO's 

future, he believed that statements of intention should be translated into, generous 

contributions which would enable UNIDO to attain its objectives. 

His delegation realized the magnitude of UNIDO's future work, which, in its 

view,  should cove:- three fields:    natural resources, human resources and financio! 

-resources.    The work could include both research and operational activities, 

provided that they were all action-oriented.    A distinction must be made between 

basic research, which the Centre for Industrial Development had engaged in, and 

applied research, closely linked to the development of a particular country and 

undertaken at that country's request,    It was there that the problem of 

A- 
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c^rtW,« aros,.    It „. „..nttal nM to neel„„t   ti>f verv usefui wk 

m vari• UW -»tiens „„,,.., p^tic^ the reglOM] eo[inomlc conü8sionB 

«- other reeion«a creations,  whion „ere  in a portion to fur„lsh ««, ^ 
very valuable information. 

There were many fields in which LNIDO could undertake studies,    it .ight,  for 

example,  aid in facilitating and speeding the transfer of technology to the 

developing countries, with due regard for the ri|3ht of intellectual property 

UNIDO«* primary tas* was, howeve,, to work in the field, carrying out projects 

financed either by itself or by other organizations.    To that end,  the Executive 

Director m,b have sufficient freedom to evaluate UNIDO's own projects and autLorize 

such technical assistance as he consider** appropriate,  Keeping the Board informed 

of those activities,    Fhe prolan»« of work should,  of course,  take into account 

the natural and human resources of each country and the relative priority of the 
projects in general development plans. 

He hoped that the transfer of UNIDO to Vienna would be completed as early as 

possible.    He was convinced that the Executive Director would see to it that 

administrative staff was kept down to a strict minimum, so that more resources could 

he devoted to operational services.    UNIDO's organic structure could always be 
altered as its activities were intensified. 

IfcaJCHBJBAL (Czechoslovakia) said that the discussion had made it clear 

that industrialization involved social, economic and technical aspects of the 

development of the Third World.    Efforts had been made, with some success, to find 

the best ways to provide developing countries with the assistance they needed for 

industrialization and to arranGe the framework of their co-operation with united 

Nations organs.    Those were the two questions to which the Board should devote the 

greatest attention.    The Executive Dire-tor had rightly emphasized the role of 

industrialization in the economy of the developing countries and its social 

aspects, as well as the importance of national resources .and UHIDO's pre-investment 

activities. Those efforts were, of course, inseparable from the preparation by the 

A.. 
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(Mr. Schejbal, Czechoslovakia) 

countries concerned of economic plans and programmes which vere as complete as 

possiole.    More stress should,  however, be placed on the role of the public 

r.f>f?tor,  which enabled available resources to be put at the service of society 

aü  a wnole and to use human resources  to best advantage. 

As to UNIDO's future activities,  it was  important to take into account all 

the aspects of industrialization which were the expression of the objective 

reality of that process in today's world and seek principally to create a multiplier 

effect  in the most  important fields.    To that end,  efforts should be concentrated 

on the following tasks:    direct and indirect assistance in planning and carrying 

out. dynamic programmes aimed at the solution of basic development problems; 

application of the most suitable planning and programming techniques using 

statistical data; utilization of natural resources,  including agricultural 

products,  as industrial raw materials; development of export-oriented industries; 

pre-investment activities,  including the establishment of industrial study offices, 

planning bodies ana  investment-promotion centres; training of management and other 

qualified personnel;  transfer of technical knowledge and experience,  in which all 

interested developed countries - in particular the German Democratic Republic  - 

should be able  to participate. 

With regard to methods of work, UNIDO would do well to disseminate information 

on the planning and  implementation of industrial projects, giving due attention to 

actual needs.    The experience acquired in that field, while far from negligible, 

was  inadequate to meet present needs.    For that reason research, which actually 

represented an analysis of experience and proven techniques, should be used to 

support operational  activities;  that did not,  of course,  include basic research, 

which UNIDO should merely stimulate. 

By eliminating duplication of work,  co-ordination of United Nations activities 

iri  industrial development would prevent waste of resources.    By "co-ordination" 

he meant the preparation of harmonized programmes of work covering periods  of one 

to three years,  depending on the nature of the activity.    A proper balance between 

Heauquar+err, activities and  activities which could usefully be decentralized waj of 

in-   '.reatest   importance.    Through co-operation with the regional economic 

•L •••!:. i :;:;i on:,,  mechanical solutions of practical problems could be '..voided. 

/... 
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(Mr. Schejbal, Czechoslovakia) 

Czechoslovakia was prepared to take an active part In usi,»., various 

activities.    The Executive Director had been disnea with a list of Czechoslovak 

exerts whose services coula be made available at short notice,    „is Government 

«as also prepared to contribute the fruits of its experience to future technical 

symposia and se.lr.ars.    In that connexion, it „as considering the pos.ibllltv of 

holding stings of socialists in branches of industry .„ich were now within the 

cogence of UNII» and was .»king caref^ preparation, for its participation 1„ 

the international Symposium on Industrial Development.    Czechoslovakia was ready 

to provide m-pxant training for engineers fron th. developing countries.   Thus 

CKD, one of the largest Czechoslovak enterprises, was prepared to give a trailing 
course in the production of diesel engines. 

The present efforts to promote export-oriented Industrie, in the countries of 

the Third World were in harmony with Czecho.lovaki.., intention of increasing its 

participation in the international division of labour, as . part of it. future 

long-term development plan, so as to make its economy more efficient and at the 

same time offer a .table market for the manufactured products of t.h. developing 

countries and help them to Industrialize.   It wa. also prepared to participate 

in financing UNIDO', activities.    It wa, ready to .hare with the developing 

countries the experience it had acquired during the part twenty year, ln the 

industrialization of ea.tern Cze=ho.l0vaki..    That experience under.cored the 

importance of methods based on the utilization of national re.ourc, n,c,..ary 

social and economic reform, and co-operation with friendly countrie. in the 
region. 

in conclusion, he welcomed the establishment of UNIDO headquarters at Vienna 

and said that the headquarters agreement concluded with the Austrian Government 
vas a model of its kind. 

Mr. Dumiterescu (Ronfia), Vice -Chai rtnan,  took the nhiHr. 

Mr- YEQAHEH (lraR) said tha* the task confronting the Board at its 
first session was both difficult and complex.    The Board had to ensure that the new 

organization would be able to carry out its duties under the mandate it had 

received from the General Assembly.    UNIDO's success vould depend tQ a large ^ 

/... 
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on t,Hf» pfficnr^v of its secretariat, to which the Board must give precise directives, 

and on the resources available to it. In that connexion, he noted with satisfaction 

the Czechoslovak representative's offers of  nssiRtnnce. 

Many speakers had urged  the need to increase UNlDO's operational activities. 

It would be unfair to blame the Secretariat   - which had followed faithfully the 

directions of the Committee for Industrial Development and the Economic and Social 

Council - for the many inadequacies which had been noted in that area.   The Executive 

Director,  for his part,  had carried out his task brilliantly.    It was true that the 

Centre for Industrial Development had not fulfilled the hopes of the developing 

countries.    Not only had it failed to receive the  support of certain advanced 

countries, whici had not been convinced of the need to industrialize the developing 

countries,  but the latter had failed to avail themselves fully of the opportunities 

afforded them.    If UNIDO,  too, proved incapable of removing the bottle-necks 

impeding the industrialization of the Third World, it could hardly hope to avoid 

the fate of its predecessor.    Mr. Abdel-Rahman had made no secret of the vastneso 

of the task.    The developing countries1 share in world industrial production was 

approximately 5 per cent,  and tremendous efforts would be required to double that 

figure.    Naturally, the developing countries could not expect WNIDO to accomplish 

that.    UNIDO could only supplement their own efforts by helping them, for example, 

to select the projects best suited to their needs and increase labour productivity. 

The annual industrial growth rate of Iran was 7 per cent, and it was proposed to 

Increase it to 15 per cent by I968, but Iran was not expecting UNIDO to do that 

for it. 

UNIDO's responsibilities had been clearly defined by the General Assembly,  and 

the new organization must discharge them in full with regard both to operational 

activities and to research and co-ordination.    His delegation supported those 

speakers who had stressed the need for an organization oriented towards practical 

action.    UNIDO, which would have to assist countries with different economic and 

social  systems and at different stages of development,  must not have  a dogmatic 

approach.    For example,  the Executive Director could not be asked to confine 

assistance  to aép-icultural industries or export industries or to give priority to 

heavy industry.    The same observation applied with respect to  sources of funds or 

/... 
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the sector - public, prlvate or mlxed . vhlch VftS ^ ^ ^^    ^ ^ ^ ^ 

developing countries themselves to determine their industrial „torture and th.  ' 
iraoework of their expansion. 

Although the importance of operation»! activities had been .tressed ..„ 

numerous occasions, no attempt had been nade to define the« activities or to 

detenne to „hat extent the »or» of Industrial develop«,« organ. ^ ^ ^^ 

orient«!.    In the absence of such an analy.l., advocacy of operational «tinti., 

took on a somewhat abstract character,   of cour«, UTOO could not be expect«!, a, 

part of those activities, to build factories in any given country to»m».    On th. 

other hand, it would be wrong to consider that research directed toward, the 

solution of such practical problem, a. the preparation, evaluation and execution of 

projects or marketing „as not »action-oriented".    Actually, 90 per cent of Wn».. 

resource, was devoted to activities of that type.   Jhey could not be intensif Ud 

without an increase in and more flexible use of voluntary contributions.   That 

would also involve the strengthening of the unit, at Headquarter, vhlch dealt with 

the field work and the creation of such new bodies for the promotion and financing 

of industry as might be necessary.   The Secretariat could al.o help the developing 

countries in formulating projects to be financed by industrial develop.« capital 

from any source whatever.   !n addition, it could .„courage and iner.«. conUcU 

between representatives of the developing and the developed countries. 

It had been agreed that the Secretariat .hould not undertake basic „«arch 

iowever, that should not be taken to mean that UTO0-. re..arch actlvlti.. ahould 

U curtailed.   His delegation hoped that the pertinent provi.lon. of paragraph 2 (b) 

of General Assembly resolution 2152 (m) „„Ud be put into effect.   The allocation 

of 10 per cent of UNTO)'s resource, for that type 0, research could not be 

considered sufficient.    Only last year, the Irani« Government had h* to pay for 

the reproduction of a number of studies which it had urgent!, need«!, beca«, the 

Secretariat had had „o funds for that purpo...   The importance of such Studie., 

which hai already made it possible to effect considerable savings, must not be 

underestimated; the dissemination of information often eliminated the n«d for the 

services of experts.   UhTM's wort programme might consist of two parts- 

headquarters activities and operational activities in 1967 and 1968.    It would 

/... 
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ohvic'inly have   to be Q short-term programme.    A long-term programme could not be 

1rawn up until   alter the International  Symposium on Industrial Development.    As had 

teen suggested,   the operational   activities might include the projects approved 

under the Expanded Programme and  the Regular Programme of Technical Assistance up 

to the end of   1968.    However,  the   industrial project of the Special Fund had so far 

not been «lven sufficient priority,  and the Board might recommend that increased 

resources should be earmarked for pre-investment activities.    The processing of 

requests for  special   industrial  services  should be accelerated, and new projects 

might be launched under that programme.    That type of assistance should be expanded 

to Include- woikshop training and certain other requirements which could not at 

present be met prouiptly owing to  lack of funds. 

UNIDO should,  at the request of their Governments,  assist countries in 

surveying their industrial  development possibilities,  formulating industrial 

policies and establishing priorities; provide assistance in the preparation of 

feasibility studies  and "bankable"  projects and in the evaluation of industrial 

projects; help in promoting the  implementation of such projects; supply advice at 

the various stages of execution;   render  assistance in the operation of industrial 

enterprises;  provide guidance in the marketing of industrial products, taking due 

account of the  export markets;  assist in setting up or strengthening the services 

responsible for the various aspects of industrial development; promote regional 

co-operation with a view to the establishment of joint industrial enterprises; 

•nsure international co-operation with regard to industrialization;  and organize 

•ymposia and workshops.   Those operational activities would be sufficiently broad 

and varied to meet the assistance requirements of the developing countries. 

The Headquarters work programme  set forth in document ID/B/4 should provide a 

satisfactory  beginning, subject to   any adjustments to take into account the 

suggestions made  in the course of the debate.   A programme must also be prepared 

for J..».M, m*x   .-m  important place  should be accorded in  it to supporting research 

activiti..,.    The  oerretariat  snould   also prepare reports on industrial development 

problems, to assist   the Board in  formulating policies  and guidelines and in taking 

decisions and   adopting rasures  to promote the industrialisation of developing 
countries. 

/... 
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The success of UMIDO „ould, in the tal anaiysls, depend on its financial 

resources,  the efficacy of It. secretariat and the competence of the ^n,  and 

advisers „hose services it „as able to enlist.   For its financial resources'uNTCO 

„as at the mercy of other United Nations bodies.   Requests of Governments for 

assistance formated in co-operation with Uffl» aud supported by it „ere blocKed in 

other bodies for months, or even years, and „te„ approved no longer answered any 

real need.   An example of that „as the „orK.hop on industrial project formulation 

an    evaluation „hlch „as to be held at Teheran in late 1966 aM had been postponed 

T" "* t0 ' """* <"*1* fr0m •* t0 «» "«««t Representative 
at Teheran, that project „as to be again postponed.   The purpose of the project „a. 

r IT,!
0
"
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"
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M!d 8peciaiist8 to car,T °ut • *•"*--* ^ *»> ~ to start in I968 and „hich involved investments of 02,500-3,000 Mllion.   In the 

circumstances,  the Iranian Government had decided to «ithdra« its revest for 
assistance and make other arrangements. 

UNIDO should be autonomous and be able to take svift and effective action to 

-et the needs of the developing countries. Where was that autonomi UNIDO vas, 

more than ever, at the mercy of other bodies or operational personnel. His 

delegation therefore attached great importance to voluntary contributions and the 

getting up of periodic pledging conferences, provided that the funds raised could 

be freely utilised by the Executive Directcr, under certain regulations but without 
hindrance from other bodie,      „is delegation further propo8ed ^ ^ ^^ 

Director and possibly the Board should take steps to ensure that  an appropriate 

portion of the resources of EPTA, the Regular Progran** of Technical Assistance and 

the special P^d was allocated to industrial projects.   The financial implications 

of the Headquarters work programe should be estimated, moreover,  so that the 

necessary budgetary recommendations could be submitted to the General Assembly. 

The problem of selecting secretariat staff and experts was also extremely 

important.    It was to be  hoped that the Executive Director would be able to 

continue, free from any outside pressure,  his fine work in that regard.    Section 

must be based on two major criteria;    technical competence and the need to ensure 
equitable geographical distribution. 

Mr. Tell (Jordan) resumed the Chwlr. 

/... 
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Mr.   BERNARD (France),   noting with eat i s fact ion that the members of the 

Board wanted  to make UNIDO an "actif n-oriented"   organization,   asked what,   in that 

case,   its programme of work should be.    The vr rk  rf TTODO,  just like that of an 

industrialization policy-maker   in  a developing country,  could be  classified under 

three headings:     policy formulation;   estailishment if institutions  to  support 

industrialization and initiation of various preliminary activities;   and preparation 

of projects.     In order to carry  out   its work in  thor,e three fields  properly, UNIDG 

should bear in mind its own characteristics,   its   limited resources  and the special 

eonditions attaching to United Nations activities,   particularly the  rules of 

procedure governine them. 

As far as  the first heading was concerned,   namely, policy formulation, UNIDO 

could help countries tr draw up plane and programmes and work out an  industrial 

development  strategy within the   framework of the  economic system they had chosen. 

A great part of the work consisted  in drawing up an  inventory of the available 

resources and of the industries which,  given the   country's economic  situation, 

could be established with those  resources.    An attempt tight also be made to 

determine which sectors should have priority.     It was essential to  see matters from 

the practical   standpoint,  that was  to say,   from the  standpoint of the local 

official responsible for industrialization policy.     Plans and programmes only 

provided a general  framework,   and over-concentration on preparation of a plan and 

the calculations  it  involved could get in the way of practical achievements. 

UHI DC should bear that in mind.     It could also make a particularly valuable 

ecntribution by helping to  formulate a common  industrial development poliey for 

groups of neighbourino countritr.     in working out  such regional arrangements,  it 

should act  in  liaison with the   specialized agencies and with other bodies such as 

the regional   ufom-mi ' commissions  and the inter-regional banks. 

A.-  to  tho  soC'iM! heading,   namely,  institutions and activities  to  support 

ind'irtriifJ   dovi« pm• nt,  -NIDO  should help to provide logistic support for industrial 

riov< i( ¡ m< nt   pro.'ramr.es.    it r.irht ,   for example,   help to train specialist personnel, 

j art i -uJ'irly   iniu.tril managers,   I y means cf training courses  and visits locally 

or air« ad.       *,.!,<•  * f !.'».•   seminars   already h'ld <r   scheduled dealt with  subjects 

tii   ivr.i ti-   freír, prît 't .'-'il  a; l'air?   to be  included   in the permanent work progrannte. 

o   a   larrt.   txter.t,   juoh activities   could usefully te  conducted within a university 
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framework.     On the other hand,   all  the technical training  seemed valuable, 

particularly on-the-job training and training designed for  the senior staff of 

industrial  enterprises.    UNIDO should encourage the establishment of industrial 

study centres  in the developing countries, without,  of course,  tryirg to set up 

specialized or multi-purpose study centres all at once. 

Assistance for industrial projects, the third heading,  was the ultimate aim 

of UNIDO whose success would be measured by the number of projects it set in 

motion and helped to carry out.     Its work would be comparable to that of a research 

and development office,   in that  it would help Governments  to survey the problems 

that had to be solved before a particular proje-t could be  started.    To that end, 

it could make pre-investment studies,   in particular as an agent of the Special 

Fund component of UNDP,  or undertake studies with the aid of its jpecial industrial 

services.     It should also serve as &n intermediary in efforts to find sources of 

assistance   for carrying out the various projects under  study.    Finally,   it might 

help to find and develop new forms of assistance for the management of industrial 

enterprises  once they had been  established. 

Referring to the prop sed programme of work, he recognized that it was largely 

determned by the need to continue the work in progress and to prepare for the 

Inteinational Symposium at Athens.    Taking over from the Centre for Industrial 

Development,  UNIDO had undertaken the preparaticn of reports and manuals on 

particular  industries.    Such activities should be confined to the industries roost 

usually encountered in the initial stage of industrialization (fertilizer 

«mufacturing,  food processing,   small industry, etc.) and should exclude the 

acre advanced industries and heavy industry.    Such specialization would have the 

advantage of leading UNIDO more easily towards operational roles and would 

eneourage countries wishing to set up industrial enterprises in those sectors tc 

seek assistance from it.    When,  with the passage of time,   it had acquired experience 

in a particular field,  it would he  in a better position to help set up the 

corresponding industrial projects. 

In the  field of general studies,  UNIDO ought to prepare an annual world survey 

of industrial development, which would be mainly concerned with reviewing 

industrialization trends in the developing countries.     Such a survey would make 

Ï : 
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Tosr/A-lf a mcrr pr<-Mj..   and -ip-to-dit» analysis of in iustrializatmn problems  and 

thus w< uli take th'. place cf some of the  general economic studies published at 

prr-:;pnt.    Arráncemete  should also be made by UNIDO  íYr  the  publication of n 

bulletin cf more conerai  appeal,  which should include  in particular accounts of 

su'-rernful  industrial  development. 

It was essential  fur UTIIDC to be able   to maintain,   perhaps by means of special 

machinery,   close liaison with Governments,  both in the  developing and in the 

developed countries.     Technical assistance experts in  industrial development 

she Mid be part of an integrated team and should keep UUIDO  informed of the 

progress being made in industrialization in the countries where they served.    In 

that way,   they could propare UNIDO for the operational role  it was expected to play. 

A  very  important function of UNIDO would be to act as  an intermediary between 

professional organizations,   technological  institutes and research establishments 

in  t,ho  developed  and developing countries.     By so doing,   it would avoid the 

dispersal (Jf effort     that would result  from trying to acquire  experience of its 

f wn   in  a vry large  number of fields. 

His delegation considered that the preparation of a programme budget would 

fa-ilitate the Board's  discussions,  especially as many of the comments made on 

th.' work programme had been conoemed with questions of arrangement.    That was a 

lm('-term task and one which was apt,  moreover,   to be  somewhat incompatible with 

•«•rtain  activities  such, as  the special industrial services,  whicn were difficult 

tr  pr..rncanc-,   sine:  they were available "on request".     What his delegation would 

üko  t.,    .:,oc was a clearer work programme,   throwing more light on the activities 

uru.-rtakon and making  it possible  for the Board to exercise genuine  supervision 

Mr.  CUHHJK  (Turkey)  said that  it was generally agreed that 

industrialization was  the key to economic and social development and rising 

<:tan lards cf living.     That was why all developing countries were engaged in an 

intensive effort to  industrialize and why they were seeking to find expoit markets 

?"'•:•   ti..'ir now  indus;ri-'S  and to  set up regional  economic  groupings. 

."b. r-   w. re considerable differences  from country to country in regard to the 

: -."   -s  - f rroduetion,   domestic conditions  and level of development.    Consequently, 
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the measures being taken at both the national and the international level    to 

promote industrialisation mist respond to tLo.e varying requirements.    For example, 

in a country like Turkey, which was giving priority to industries  for the 

production of intermediate and capital goods and concentrating on the chemical ane 

metallurgical industries,  the assistance provided would have to be highly 

diversified and would necessarily be very complex.    That wou.d mean that UNIDO 

would have to have technical competence of the highest order at its disposal. 

There was also the problem of harmonizing and co-ordinating industrial 

development activities and goals within the framework of the United Nations family. 

Under General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl),  UNIDO was responsible for ensuring 

adequate co-ordination in that field.    His delegation, like many others,  doubted 

whether it would be wise to concentrate all industrial development activities 

within UNIDO and give it complete control over them.    Its task should rather be to 

prevent overlapping and ensure adequate co-ordination among the regional economic 

commissions and the specialized agencies.    Until it was possible to aehieve some 

sort of integration in certain sectors of activity,  practieal arrangements could 

be made to achieve co-operation among the secretariats of the specialized agencies, 

and it would be useful to submit such arrangements to the Board.    UNIDO should 

also have close contacts with the regional banks,   large international corporations 
and private industry. 

As far as future activities were concerned,  his delegation agreed with the 

riew that UNIDO should be "action-oriented" and should be able to meet requests 

«rom the developing countries for the following kinds of industrialization 

assistance:    feasibility studies,   establishment of industrial development 

institutions,  training of technicians and managers,  preparation of projects, 

industrial planning,  and execution of projects.    The limited financial means of 

UNIDO were a further reason for giving special priority to operational activities. 

In that connexion,  he wished to stress the success of the special industrial 

services programme.    That method might be used more widely for operational 
projects. 

With regard to the studies  and research programme, UNIDO should concentrate 

on "action-oriented"   studies  in  fields of basic  importance,   such as the technology 

of intermediate products,  the processing of agricultural and livestock products, 
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th.: industries rehired in connexion with the meohani z-ntion of agriculture, etc. 

U should see!- aB r.uch a.si.tance as possible from the specialize agencies and 

fror. univnrrUiPs.  The activities of UNIDO, for which priorities would have to 

be established, should be determined by the needs of the developing countries and 

should be undertaken in strict accord with the wishes of the Government« concerned. 

Referring to the programme of work set forth in document ID/B/U, he said that 

cerne of the proposed studies might be dropped in order to release resources which 

could be better used for operational activities.  The form of presentation of 

the programme should also be improved. The characteristics and main features of 

each project should be clearly spelt out, and precise information should be given 

on their financial implications and their duration. It would be desirable for the 

annual work programme to be submitted as soon as possible in the form of a 

procramme budget. 

The meeting rose at I.5 p.m. 






